JACOBSEN HAS NEW CATALOG

Racine, Wis.—Jacobsen Mfg. Co., has issued a new catalog describing in detail its power green-mower. The book is a thorough job of presenting the features of the Jacobsen equipment, both in type and illustration, and makes interesting reading for those concerned with the purchase and operation of power mowers.

Stopping House Losses by Garbage Check

To prevent glassware from breakage and loss, no glasses are placed in the same tray with china and silver. Special small trays are kept on buffets and on side stands and on which glasses must be placed when carried to the glass washers, separately.

Second, in stacking dishes on trays in the dining room, silver is separated from china and placed on one side of the tray. When the tray reaches the dish-washing room the layout is such that before it reaches the scrapping hole over the garbage can, the silver is taken from the tray first and placed in baskets for the silver washers. The tray with the china is then passed on for scrapping.

Third, it is absolutely essential that every bit of silver be separated from the china before it reaches the scrapping hole.

Fourth, a guard is always kept at the scrapping hole to prevent any items of china dropping through accidentally when there is a great volume of traffic.

Fifth, linen containers in the form of long baskets, more or less in the shape of those used on tally-hoes with a greater diameter and painted to match the woodwork or other color scheme of the room are distributed at different points in the dining room near service tables or buffets. No linen is ever placed on a tray of soiled china or silver, but must be deposited immediately in these baskets, which are emptied frequently into linen hampers located near the exit of the dining room.

Sixth, in whatever place your garbage is stored before it goes out of the building, a trough, similar to that used by contractors for mixing cement is provided. All garbage is emptied into this by an employee of the club who examines it minutely with rake or pitchfork, picking out any items which might have accidentally gotten by the garbage hole guard.

Seventh, after the garbage has been thoroughly raked over it is again placed in barrels and by this time the opportunity for any silver going out in it is very small.

Eight, it is, of course, best to do business with a reliable concern when disposing of garbage and have an arrangement with them whereby your silver is returned to you in the event that any slips by.—Club Managers' Assn. Bulletin.